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CARGOPALLET 700 PLUS FOLDING DOOR

The Cargopallet series counts a new entry: the “CARGOPALLET 700 PLUS – FOLDING DOOR”. Sized 1200x1000xh830 mm it meets the most 
relevant demand in both industrial and agriculture markets.  This version with a tip-up flap makes filling, emptying and cleaning even easier. The 
stacking of Cargopallet 700 Plus is assured by 4 cylinder pins obtained directly from the mold on top of the container that fit into appropriate 
seats at the bottom of the legs/runners of container. The 20 mm recessed ensure maximum safety and stability of the stacking.
The walls can be fitted with label holder and for the emptying of liquids, are two side vents with screw plug or ball valves, does not absorb smells 
or damp and can be stored at open.

Capacity max:   680 dm3

Max loading capacity: 600 kg with evenly distributed load - in piling: 4000 kg, standing on the floor by feet or runners.

Versions:   With 4 feet, with 2 or 3 runners, with 4 wheels.

Accessories:   Lids, label holder, ball valve, screw plug.

Colours:          Food Contact Grey              Ecological Grey             Custom Product (for minimum lot)   
                  
Material:                                                  Inert to acids, hydrocarbons, alkalis and solvents. 
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CARGOPALLET 700 PLUS - Folding door + 4 feet 1200 1000 830 1120 920 655

CARGOPALLET 700 PLUS - Folding door + 2 or 3 runners 1200 1000 830 1120 920 655

CARGOPALLET 700 PLUS - Folding door + 4 wheels 1200 1000 870 1120 920 655

Height of feet 120

Gap between feet 830 800

Dimension of folding door 782 40 326

Wheelbase between the 2 cylinder/spherical pins 1115 915

The sales office is at your disposal to advise the version most suited to your needs.

Size
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